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In the huge area stretching from Spain in the West to Indonesia and the Philippines in the East, which has been and continues to be under the cultural and religious dominance of Islam, the meters of classical Arabic poetry were utilized by poets writing verses in languages other than Arabic. One of the earliest examples of this adaptation of Arabic meters is the Hebrew poetry produced by the Jewish poets living in Spain and Provence during the more than five hundred years that ended with the expulsion of Jews from Spain in 1492. It is generally agreed by specialists that the Arabic meters were introduced into Hebrew about 950 by Dunash ben Labrat (see Allony 1951:21). Dunash, who was born about 920 in Fez, Morocco, studied with Saadyah Gaon (882–942), head of the Jewish academy at Sura in Babylonia, and came to Spain where he was in the service of Hisdai Ibn Shaprut, the Jewish minister of the caliphs of Cordova. Dunash adopted, essentially intact, the different meters codified by the Arab scholar al-Xalil, but modified the correspondence rules between the abstract entities of the meters and the syllables of actual lines of verse.

As noted by Prince, the basic phonetic distinction utilized for implementing the meters in Arabic was that between syllables with nonbranching rhymes, represented by a breve ('), and syllables with branching rhymes, represented
by a macron (¯). Because branching and nonbranching rhymes are distributed quite differently in the words of Hebrew than they are in those of Arabic, this distinction was not viable for the implementation of the meters in Hebrew. Dunash, therefore, based the implementation on a somewhat different principle.

It is well known that in the Hebrew orthography, each consonant in the word is represented by a single letter. Vowels, on the other hand, are not consistently represented in the orthography. The vowels are omitted in the orthography in certain cases; in other cases, the vowels are represented by consonant letters—the so-called mater lectionis; such vowels are indicated in our transcription with a circumflex. The omission is exceptionless for the schwa vowel and for its morphophonemic variants (ḥatapim) (see M. Rappaport 1984); these are never represented in the orthography. Since Hebrew syllables (with one exception discussed below) must all begin with an onset consisting of a single consonant, closed syllables will be represented orthographically by a sequence of two letters. Open syllables with full vowels will also be represented by a sequence of two letters whenever the full vowel is transcribed by a mater lectionis. Open syllables with the schwa vowel or with one of its morphophonemic variants are thus the only class of syllable that is invariably represented by a single letter. This division into one-letter syllables versus syllables with two or more letters was terminologically recognized by the medieval grammarians: they referred to open syllables ending with schwa or its congeners as Slaves (Hebrew šabadim), whereas all other syllables—that is, those that are at least potentially two-letter syllables in the orthography—were termed Kings (Hebrew molakim).¹ It is on this distinction that Dunash based his metrical correspondence rules. He postulated that only a syllable of the slave class could implement a breve, whereas a macron could only be implemented by a syllable of the king class.

Although the distinction parallels the phonetic distinction between syllables whose rhymes consist of ultrashort vowels and all other syllables, the essence of the distinction is orthographic rather than strictly phonetic. We see this more clearly when we examine the metrical treatment of the vocalized form of the conjunction w, “and.” Before words beginning with a labialized consonant or with a consonant sequence, this morpheme is actualized as the full vowel [u] and is represented in the orthography with the mater lectionis, waw. Thus,

¹ Allory (1951: 38) writes: “The seven nuclei (minuot) that were called ‘kings’ were all equivalent (metrically) and occurred only in open and long syllables, or more accurately in closed syllables, because according to our medieval scholars there is after them one of the mater lectionis . . . regardless of whether the letter is written or not” (my emphasis).
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/u + mishēṣer/, ‘and is in turmoil,’ is orthographically represented as wmštēʳ, whereas /u + lkh/, ‘and walk!’ is represented as wlkh. The initial syllable of the latter word is treated as belonging to the king class, whereas that of the former word is treated as belonging to the slave class, in spite of the fact that the initial vowel in umištāṣer is not a reduced vowel. It is treated as belonging to the slave class because the syllable is orthographically represented by a single letter.

Occasionally poets play on this difference, as shown in the following lines by Yehuda Halevi (Shirman 1959:483) written in a variant of the meter basit KKP KP KKP KP, where the second and fourth P are represented by a single macron:

(1)  

yāšen — wälibbō ̄sēr, bōṣēr, umištāṣēr.
‘He’s asleep, yet his heart’s awake, burning, in turmoil.’

cē nā wokināṣēr ūlkā bocūr pānay!
‘Go out, awake and walk in the light of my countenance!’

where the initial syllable of umištāṣēr corresponds to a breve, and ūlkā corresponds to a macron.

Because of the fact that two syllables of the slave class cannot occur one after the other in a word, the meters of the so-called “second circle,” that is wafr and kaml, which contain two consecutive breves, are not found in Hebrew poems. (Allony 1951:128, 150). The other meters are regularly represented in Hebrew poetry. A few illustrations follow:

(2)  

hazaj PKK PKK PK  Moshe Ibn Ezra (1055—after 1135)  

(watappūah, ṭemet, ṭēl lō bārāʔō  
‘And the apple, indeed, God created it  
leba ṭōneq ṭamēriḥah wēnuśeq  
but for the pleasure of him who smells and kisses it.’

(3)  

rajaz KKP KKP KKP  Yehuda Halevi (before 1075—after 1141)  

(zē ṭāḥākā, caḥ maṣārāb, rāquāḥ  
‘Your spirit, West Wind, is pure perfume,  
hannērā bikknapāw wokattappūah  
in its wing is spikenard and apple.’
(4) a. basit KKP KP KKP KP

Samuel Hanagid (993–1056)
(Shirman 1959:131)

قالت: "سمى باشأب هيلياك تيل تيل" 
'She said: "Rejoice that God has brought you to
 siznin hamišsim hasölamak!" wolo yadla"
the fiftieth year in your life!" and did not know'

b. basit variant KKP KP KKP

Moshe Ibn Ezra
(Shirman 1959:370)

daddê yapat tòpar layîl ḫabôq
'Caress at night the breasts of her of beautiful form
 čspat yapat marê yûnûn nesôq
and kiss all day the lips of her of beautiful appearance'

(5) mujtaba KQK KPK KPK KPK

Shelomo Ibn Gabirol (1021–after 1055)
(Shirman 1959:208)

hamšat hēyûti bêtôk šêm yahṣûb šamûlo yômâni
'Is it a small thing for me to be among people who think that left is
right?'

There was opposition to Dunash ben Labrat’s proposals almost from the
moment of their becoming public knowledge. Part of the opposition was
personally motivated because Dunash was involved in a bitter dispute with
the scholar Menahem ben Saruq (see Dubnov 1936:165). Yet another part of
the opposition was motivated by chauvinism and by an unreasoning conservatism
opposed to all change as a matter of principle. "May we be preserved . . . from
going beyond the boundaries of our forefathers and destroying the house of
the ancients . . ." wrote the disciples of Menahem in their response to Dunash
(see Allony 1951:104).

It is, however, not without significance that among the opponents and
critics of Dunash’s proposals were Yehuda Hayyuj (ca.940–ca.1010), one of
the most important students of the Hebrew language, and Yehuda Halevi,
the author of some of the greatest poetry in the Hebrew language. They objected
on the grounds that the Arabic meters were inappropriate for verse written in
Hebrew because of the vast differences in the languages. Since a large part of

2The last P in the second line is represented by a single syllable of the king type.
Yehuda Halevi's poetry is written in conformity with Dunash's metrical scheme, this objection can hardly be taken at face value. It must, nonetheless, be admitted that the Arabic meters do not constitute a natural development within Hebrew poetry, which at that time had a history of well over 2,500 years. It is, therefore, not surprising that Hebrew poets writing in these meters were also experimenting with other metrical schemes. Two of these seem to me worth commenting on here.

Both schemes are based on the above classification of syllables into those represented in the orthography invariably by a single letter and those that may be represented by two or more letters, but unlike the Arabic meters, the arrangement of the syllables in this sequence is not significant; only their number counts. In (6), only king syllables may be utilized in the verse; slave syllables (i.e., syllables with ultrashort vowels) are systematically excluded in this kind of verse.

(6) eight king syllables per line

Moshe Ibn Ezra
(Shirman 1959:371)

kotnōt passim lábāš haggan
'the garden has put on a striped coat
ūksūt riqmā maddē dišťō
and its raiments of grass were like robes of embroidery'

In the second variant of syllable-counting verse, slave syllables are admitted but not counted in the verse. We illustrate this in (7) with lines taken from Yehuda Halevi's octosyllabic poem “The Storm at Sea” (see Shirman 1959:506). As shown, actual lines can have as few as eight syllables (7b) and as many as 13 syllables (7c).

(7) a. w̢əho̰rōñi h̢ōlā yōrdā wašōlā
'And the vessel is weak, it rises and falls
w̢əṇayin tōlā lōḥōblīm ṭayyām
and the eye looks up for the sailors, where are they?'
b. ūnā ṭēlēk mērūhekkā
'whither shall I go from your spirit?'
c. wərāpū hāzāqīm, wənēḥlaqū ūpiqīm
'And strong men grew weak, and river beds split'

This type of syllable-counting meter resembles the classical meters of the Romance languages (see Halle and Keyser 1980) as well as those found in a limited number of biblical poems (see Halle and McCarthy 1981, and Halle 1987). The Judeo-Spanish meters differ, however, from both Romance and biblical meters in that they do not stop the count with the last stressed syllable in the line, but include the posttonic syllables as well. This is illustrated in (8).
(8) octosyllabic

Moshe Ibn Ezra
(Shirman 1959: 401)

yîzkôr qeber biymê ḥayyâw / ki lammâwet hû làqûâh
‘Let the youth remember in the days of his life / that he is being taken to death’
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